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Is the EarthBiogenome Project the DivSeek of Natural History Museums?

In the last research note, I promised that an in-depth consideration of the Earth BioGenome 
Project (EBP), digital sequence information (DSI), and the Nagoya Protocol is forthcoming.  And 
here I'll make that pledge again, but the time is not quite yet.  Here I will explore another issue 
about EBP that I have become aware of as I sort through Freedom of Information results and 
other records.

Until recently my mental image of EBP sample collection involved a profusely sweating, pudgy, 
bespectacled older white guy stumbling through a rainforest wearing a safari suit and silly hat.  
In my mind this guy flailed around a lot with a net, trying to scoop up some rare frog, butterfly, 
or jumping insect to euthanize in a jar, take back to the lab, and stick in a sequencer.  

Of course that's a stereotype, or a few of them strung together, and the folks that run EBP, though 
they are in fact old white guys, might be a little annoyed with the depiction.  But I don't know if 
they're going to be any happier with the new picture that is emerging in my mind.

In the last Research Note I mentioned DivSeek.  That project was founded in 2015 by managers 
of agricultural seed banks who sought to sequence "their" collections and generate benefits for 
their own institutions from the resulting DSI.  The seed companies were, and probably remain, 
enthusiastic backers of this idea, since they would be big economic beneficiaries if the resulting 
DSI is "open access".  DivSeek was immediately a controversial thing because most of the seeds 
in those big collections are plants created and bred by small farmers and indigenous people, and 
it was certainly not right for the seed banks to think as if the DSI from seeds in their collections 
was theirs to do with as they see fit, and to hand over to the likes of Syngenta and DuPont.

(In fairness, the preceding paragraph is a bit of an oversimplification, there was more nuance to 
DivSeek - which remains operating - but that's the jist of it: The collection holders seeking to 
mine their own freezers not for the benefit of the people that created those materials, but rather 
for the benefit of the seed banks themselves and their private sector funder-clients.)

What I have come to realize as I begin poring over EBP records is that my perception of it as a 
series of 'Indiana Jones meets Mister Magoo' type expeditions was quite wrong, and that EBP 
and DivSeek have a lot more in common than I thought.  Sure, there are a lot of undiscovered 
species and new collections to be done by guys wielding nets, traps and dart guns, but probably 
more importantly in the short term, and maybe in the long run, are the species - maybe 
numbering more than a million - that are already collected and sitting in herbaria and other 
taxonomic / natural history institutes worldwide. Not all of them are in good enough condition to 
yield an assembled genome, but many apparently are.



Some of these collections reach back many years, for instance, the US National Herbarium (part 
of the Smithsonian) - a new kid on the block compared to some of the European institutions - has 
collections dating to the 1830s, a time when ethical and legal standards were effectively 
nonexistent. Though you don't have to go back to the 19th Century to find outrageous 
misappropriation in the name of natural history. For example, well into the 1900s researchers 
exhumed indigenous peoples' graves and carted their contents back to metropolitan museums, 
apparently unperturbed by any pangs of conscience or red tape.

What I have come to realize is the EBP has in its sights the mass sequencing of natural history 
(and related) museum collections.  And, in this sense, it parallels DivSeek as a grouping of major 
public and publicly-funded scientific collections that predate genomics whose caretakers want to 
exploit for new and commercially valuable information, with the aid of a self-interested private 
sector.  

Before going further, I should say that EBP is composed of a more diverse collection of interests 
than DivSeek.  There is a broader cross-section of research specialties and goals among its 
leadership, so it is not so one dimensional, but...

The tip off was mentioned in the last research note, where I quoted EBP's funding pitch, which 
says "The Smithsonian Institution already has hundreds of thousands of samples, maintained 
with the latest genome-preservation technology, 'shovel-ready' for this project." No mention of 
where, and who, they came from. 

Not only is one of the three directors of EBP the Curator Emeritus of the Smithsonian's US 
National Museum of Natural History, there are others from the Smithsonian sprinkled across 
EBP's committees. These include the Natural History Museum's Chief Scientist, and its 
Coordinator of Education and Outreach, the head of the Institution's Global Genome Initiative, 
and the Program Coordinator of the US National Zoo (a South American specialist).

Speaking of South America, there are also Smithsonian folks coming in from unanticipated 
directions.  For instance, Colombia's leading private university, Universidad de los Andes, has 
joined EBP.  Its representative to the project is Andrew Crawford, an Andes professor and 
American expat.  In the 2010s Crawford became the Director of Andes' own Natural History 
Museum and began splitting his time between Bogotá and the Smithsonian's Tropical Research 
Institute in Panamá. (For decades, the latter has served as a convenient site for research by US 
students and professors with many ‘just like home’ creature comforts and, I imagine, is a major 
source of the Smithsonian's sequence-able collections from the neotropics.)

The ex-situ collections affiliated with EBP don't stop with the Smithsonian. The Florida Museum 
of Natural History, which has an emphasis on the Caribbean, has signed up.  In fact, Florida, in 
addition to its extensive other biological collections, maintains 60,000 accessions for the specific 
purpose of genetics studies. A quick search of Florida's "Genetic Resources Repository" shows 
tissue samples of birds from Venezuela, mollusks from Haiti, orchids from Colombia, butterflies 
from Honduras, rodents from Panama, flowers from Dominica, mussels from Grenada, frogs 
from Trinidad, fish from Mexico, bats from the Bahamas ... you get the idea.



And then there is Australia, whose Australian Museum in Sydney has signed up.  Sort of like 
Florida's "backyard" collection, in addition to their own things, the Aussie museum has 
formidable piles of Pacific biodiversity.  And like the Smithsonian's collections, there is emphasis 
on materials from indigenous peoples.  A search of the Australian Museum's natural science 
collections for "Fiji" comes back with 6,398 hits, Vanuatu weighs in with 5,432 (plus a nearly 
equal number of 'cultural' artifacts), and Papua New Guinea tips the scales with 28,377 natural 
history accessions ... in Sydney.  

(By the way, it's not only Pacific Island nations.  There are 2,155 accessions from Malaysia, 
7,437 from Indonesia, 1,334 from Vietnam, and 1,328 from Thailand, to cite a few Southeast 
Asian countries.)

And then also joining EBP is Kew Gardens, a sort of global mothership of collecting and 
archiving everybody else’s plants.  I'll leave it at that.  One more thing about UK institutions.  
After the Smithsonian, perhaps the most well-represented group in the EBP is the UK's 
Wellcome Sanger Institute.  Wellcome Sanger, however, is working on a project to sequence the 
UK's own species, so it's not so clear to what extent they are engaged in EBP for international 
purposes (as opposed to Kew, which is always roaming the planet).  This merits investigation, 
but I don't have the time at the moment.

There are probably more ex-situ collections affiliated with EBP, those above are only the obvious 
ones that leapt out at me after about 45 minutes of Google this morning.

In short, while the Earth BioGenome project isn't as much of a 'pure play' to sequence ex-situ 
collections as DivSeek, the two projects have much more in common than I initially realized.  
They both seek to mine hundreds of thousands, and eventually perhaps millions, of samples from 
publicly-supported ex-situ collections holding biodiversity from foreign countries and to place 
them in databases where DSI-related benefits are unlikely to accrue to those that are rightly 
entitled to the originating biodiversity.

And since the EBP has no intention of making compliance with the Nagoya Protocol mandatory 
for its projects (more on this soon), much less obliging its members to do what's good and right 
with ex-situ samples acquired before the Biodiversity Convention's entry into force, that they 
(perhaps incorrectly) may assert are not covered by its rules, biodiverse developing countries 
have a lot to think about, to worry about, when it comes to EBP.  And indigenous peoples even 
more. Even if countries can control DSI that is newly generated from in-country, and/or newly-
collected samples (and that's not easy!), what about the archival samples that "partners" in the 
EBP might sequence and upload?  If your "friend" in the EBP is busily undermining your 
national access law, is this a relationship you want, or an activity you should legitimize with the 
seeming endorsement of your participation?


